Welcome to the Robinson Orchestra Program!

**Required items:** All students will need to have an instrument at home to practice with. Options can be further discussed with Mrs. Rupert (amrupert@fcps.edu) or Mrs. Fitzgerald (ftfitzgerald@fcps.edu)

**Violin:**
- a. Shoulder rest (Kun brand is preferred). A shoulder “sponge” is no longer sufficient.
- b. Pencil for folder
- c. 1 subject notebook
- d. Cleaning cloth for instrument
- e. New cake of rosin

**Viola:**
- a. Shoulder rest (Kun brand is preferred). A shoulder “sponge” is no longer sufficient.
- b. Pencil for folder
- c. 1 subject notebook
- d. Cleaning cloth for instrument
- e. New cake of rosin

**Cello:**
- a. Rock stop
- b. Pencil for folder
- c. 1 subject notebook
- d. Cleaning cloth for instrument
- e. New cake of rosin

**Bass:**
- a. Rock stop
- b. Pencil for folder
- c. 1 subject notebook
- d. Cleaning cloth for instrument
- e. New cake of rosin

**Optional (but very handy – to be kept at home):**
- Instrument polish
- Rubbing alcohol to clean fingerboard
- Digital recorder (smart phone works great for this) for making recordings at home

**Apps on your phone:**
- Tuner, metronome (both come with the Musicians’ Kit app), Blackboard, Charmsoffice, Tenuto, Remind, QR reader app.